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Energy and Power Considerations in Injection and
Optically Pumped Lasers*
c

S u m m p T h e topics of powerand energy output from lasers
are treated. Both three- and four-level lasers are considered in the
pulsed andcontinuous modes of operation.
The theoretical power and energy estimates are compared, when
possible, with experimental data.

I.

INTRODUCTIOX

T

HIS PAPER is intended primarily as a tutorial
review of thesubject of power andenergy in
lasers. I t represents a collection of practical information and theories from a variety of sources. These
havebeenpresentedusing
a unified point of view in
order to bring out thecommon features which are sometimes lost due to the abundanceof individual styles.
We have added, when necessary, a number
of derivations and have preceded the main body of the paper
with a short review of laser fundamentals in order to
minimize thedistracting
need of referringtoother
publications.
11. QUANTUM
~ I E C H A N I C A LBACRGROCXD
In Fig. 1 we show a typical energy level diagram such
as may be possessed by a laser atom. (The term atom
is used generically to describe the active particle, be it
an atom, molecule, ion, or electron.) Only some of the
low lyinglevels which participate in the laser action
are shown.
The laser emission is due to a transition in which the
atom changes from a quantum state2 with total energy
E2 to a lower state 1 with energy El. The difference in
energy EZ-El is given off as a photon
of frequency
h~lz=Ez-E1.
The following statementsaremadewithout
proof
and will serve as a working basis for the remainder of
thepaper.
1) An atom in an upper level 2 of a pair of energy
levels 2 and 1 will undergo a spontaneous transition to the lower level 1 in a characteristic time
tepont which is independent of the presence of any
radiation.Weshallassumethat
tspontis known.
( I t has actually been measured in most laser materials.)
2) The reverseprocess
of spontaneousabsorption
doesnotexist.
* ReceivedJuly19,1963.Thematerial
presentedin this paper
is based on alecturegiven at New York University, N. Y., June
18, 1963.
t Watkins-Johnson Company, PaloAlto,Calif. Formerly with
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hill, N. J.
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Fig.1-(a)Typicalenergy
leveldiagram of athree-level laser.
( b ) Typical energy level diagram of a four-level laser.

.An atom in level 2 (or 1) can undergo, in addition,
an induced transition to level 1(or 2) under the
influence of a radiation field of frequency v-v12.
Thetransitionrate
per atom for theinduced
process is proportional to the energy density and
will be denoted as Wi. It is the same for 2-1 or
1-2 transitions.
Theradiationemittedspontaneously,or
inresponse to an inducing field with a uniform spectral
density in the vicinity of u 1 2 ,will be distributed in
frequency,
according
to
lineshape
a
function
g ( v ) with characteristic
a
width,say
a t half
maximum, of Au. Au can be determined by simple
absorption or fluorescence
(emission)
measurements.
The atomic laser systenl will occupy all or part of
the volume of an optical resonator
of volume L'
withcharacteristicdimensions
which are large
compared to X =c/u12. A resonator of thissort
will contain [ 3 ]

P(4
modesper

8rv2

=

C3

unit volume. Thenumber

(1)

of these
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modes which lie within the atomic linewidth and
which can, consequently, exchange energy with i t
is -p(v)AvI/ or more exactly

December

'speaking terms" with the atoms. The rate of decay of
these photons due to cavity losses is

(2)loss
5
w

=

for a Lorentzian g(v).'
6 ) The rate of induced emission into the totality of
p modes is

-

nph

=

nph

- -7

(5)

tph

while the stimulated emission causes an increase which
according t o (3) and (4) is given by

Oscillation build up requires that the gain exceed the
resonator losses. This leads to the
Schawlow-Townes [ 1
oscillation condition

3

where %ah is the total number of photons stored
in the p resonator modes.
The decay time constant is tDh for radiation stored
in the resonator, and is equal to Q / w . I t will be referred
to as the photon lifetime. The physical significance of
W i is that the number of 2+l transitions per second is
W i N 2 , while that of 1-+2 is WiArl. Thenumber of
photons emitted per second 4' is thus clearly given by

4'

=

Wi(N2 -

W,).,

(4)

111. THERESONATOR
To harness the phenomenon of stimulated emission
for laser oscillation, we must feed the stimulated emission back into thelaser medium so that, if we single out
a group of photons emitted a t a given time by a group
of atoms contained in an element of volume dV<<X3,
these photons can be made to pass a number of times
through the volume dV and have their numbers augmented with each pass according to (3). If this increase
is sufficient to overcome other sourcesof photon loss the
density of photons will increase with time thus leading
to oscillation. The natural way to provide this feedback
andtheonesuggestedoriginallybyDicke
[4] is t o
incorporate the atomic medium into an optical resonator which usually takes the form of two-plane parallel
(or curved)mirrors whichcause an essentiallyplane
wave to bounce back and forth between them.
If the characteristic dimensions of the resonator are
all large compared toX the mode density is given by (4)
regardless of the specific shape of the resonator. Each
mode can be characterized by the usual quality factor
Q.

1V. THECONDITION
FOR OSCILLATION BUILDUP
We assume that a t t = O the resonator contains n p h
photons in the p modes, which according to (2) are on

nc

=

(x2 - N1)threshold

0.05 per cent Pink Ruby
(N/V=2.5X1019Xcm-S)

Av(3OO"K)= 11 cm-I
t,,,nt

=3
V=

x lo-'

S_:IR(v)dr = 1

0.1 per cent CaF2:U3+

Av(77"K)= 15 cm-l
tswnt = 1.3 = 10-4 sec

sec

v = 382

14,418 cm-l

7cm-l

Substituting these numbers in (7) and using (1) and (2)
we get n , , ~ - l O ~ ruby
~in and
nelV.u2XlO1* in
CaF2:U3+.The big difference in n, is due to the shorter
lifetime and small output frequency of CaF2:U3+ compared to ruby. Cooling the ruby to 77°K reduces Av
to -0.2 cm-', and will thus reduce n, by Av(300°K)/
Av(77'K)-55.
I t is quite instructive to rederive the start-oscillation
condition (7) using thetraveling-wavepoint of view.
The effort is nottotallywastedbecausemany
laser
considerations, all those involving amplification for instance, can only be treated using this point of view.
We require an expression for CY where we assume the
presence of inversion ( N 2- N,) causes an amplification
of the waveintensityas
Ifwe let I betheenergy
flux in watts/m2 we have by conservation of energy
dl
-- Power added by simulated emission per m3
dz

V

which satisfies the normalization condition

(7)

*

To get an ideaof the magnitudes involved here we will
calculate, below, n, for a typical pink ruby and
a 0.1
per cent CaF2:U3+crystal lasers. We shall assume that
in each case the distance between
reflectors is 10 cm and
the loss per pass is -2 per cent so that tph-2 X loT8sec.

For a Lorentzian line
Au

fph

- Wi(N2 - N1)hv 1

ptspont

=

nph(N2

- N1)hv

Ptspont

v

'

(8)

also

I=

EnergyStored in Resonator X

V

G

nphhvc

= --

V

'

(9)

where, we recall, V is"t h e resonator volume and c is the
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velocity of light propagation in the laser medium. Combining (8) and (9) we have [312

ciatedwiththe
emission of photons,and where the
excess energy ( E 3 - E 2 ) is transmittedtothelattice
(phonon emission). In Section VI11 we will consider in
moredetailthe
role of the absorption band 3 in the
pumping process.
The considerations of thresholdconditionsare
difIf the wave suffers a fractional attenuation in intensitya ferent for pulse and CW lasers and the two cases
will be
equal to exp ( - 7 ) in a single pass between the end re- taken up separately.
flectors, we can write for the start-oscillation condition’

where 1 is the distance between the reflectors. Since the
fractional loss per pass is defined as y and the number
of passespersecond
is c / l , it is clear that the decay
time constant tph and y are related by tph = l/yc. Substitutingthisrelationshipand
using (10) leads to
(N2 - N1) >fitspont/tph for the ocsillation condition, in
agreement with (7).

A . The Threshold Energy Input in a Pulse Laser
The pumping is provided by a very short pulse of
light from an intense flash lamp. We assume that the
pulse duration is short compared to tepont so that the
amountof powerwastedduetospontaneoustransitions (fluorescence) is negligible. The total energy absorbed by the crystal musta t least equal that necessary
to pump n, atoms to level 2 ;
Emin

=

hv3

(N2)threahold

-

f

(12)

7

VI. THREEAND FOL-R-LEVEL LASERS

where hu3= E3 is the mean energy of the absorption
Fig. l(a) is that of theenergy level diagram of a
band and 7 is the pumping quantum efficiency, i.e., the
laser in which level 1 is the lowest lying level (which is
fraction of atoms that decay to
level 2 fromlevel 3.
usually referred to as the ground state). The attainment
7 is a characteristic of the laser material and is often
of inversion ( N 2 5 N 1 ) involvespumping a t least half
nearunity [SI.
of the ground state population
N into level 2 . I n general,
In a three-level laser we have (N2)threahold = N / 2 SO
the critical inversionn, as given by(7) is smallcompared
that
to N so that oscillation results with N 2 = N / 2 .
N
Fig. l ( b ) illustratestheenergy
level diagram of a
Emin= - ( h ~ 3 ) .
(13)
laser in which the terminal level for the laser transition 1
217
is far enough above the ground state so that its normal
Using the ruby data
of SectionIV we cancalculate
population a t thermalequilibriumpriortopumping
(assuming 7 = l)Emin/
V-3 joules.
can be neglected, Le., N,<<n,. Thisconditionresults
usuallywhen E l > 8 k T , where K isBoltzmann’sconI n a four-level laser material we have (N2)thresbold =ne
stantand
T theabsolutetemperature
of the laser - pfspon+/fph SO that
medium.
Under
these
conditions
oscillation
results
nc
Ptspont
when N?= n,.
Emin= - (hug) = -(hv3).
(1.2)
7

VI I. CONSIDERATIONS
OF PCMPIXG
THRESHOLDS
The transfer of atoms from the ground state to the
metastable (relatively long-lived) level 2 is referred to
aspumpingand
is accomplishedbyabsorption
of
pumpinglightfromanintensesource
which causes
transitions of atomsfromthegroundstateintothe
broadband 3. This transition is followed, as shown in
Fig. 1, by a 3-2 transition which is usually not asso-

* Using (2) in (IO) we have
a

(YO)

=

(N2 - N I ) c ’
h2VAw2tmnt

Using the data of Section IV for CaF2:U3+and assuming 7-1 and v 8 = 11,000 cm-l (which is the location of
the absorption band) we get E m i n / V = lo4 j~ules-cm-~.
The measured lamp energy inputs to typical ruby and
CaF,:U3+lasersundertypical
(inefficient) excitation
conditions [3] are: ruby: -1000 joules, CaF2:U3+: -1
joule.
From (13) we see that E m i n / V in a three-level laser
depends mostly on the concentration of lasing atoms
- N / V. A reduction of the concentration, therefore, reducestheenergydensityrequirement(as
long as

N>>nc).

for a Lorentzian lineshape and

for a Gaussian.
See Yariv and Gordon .~
[3], Section IV for a listing of the main
loss mechanisms.
y accounts for losses in the end reflectors as well as in the volume
of the resonators. If the two reflectors are not identical we must use
y=(rl+y2)/2
where y1 and y2 account for the twooppositely directed msses through the resonator. If the losses are due mostlv to
the mirror reflectanze R we have exp ( - y ) = R or 7 x 1 -R for ;<<I.
~

’

7tph

The four-level laser, on the other hand, has an E m i n
which depends, most critically, on the spontaneous lifetime and, through@,on Av. Typical values for fspont are:
3 msec (ruby), [SI, 0.13msec, [ 6 ] , (CaF2:U3+). Av in
ruby is -0.15 cm-1 (1 cm-’=3X1010 cps) a t 77°K and
11 cm-1 a t 300°K. Au in CaF2:U3+ is -15 cm-’ a t 77°K.
Values of these quantities in other laser materials are
given in Table I
of [3] and in other referenceslisted
there.
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B. Threshold Power Input for CW Operation
The continuous operation of a three-levellaserrequires the maintenance of, a t least, N / 2 atoms in level
2. Near threshold we can neglect the shortening of the
lifetime due to induced emission so that the number of
2+l transitions per second is N/2tSwntwhich must be
compensated by N/2tSwntr]1+3 transitions per second.
The power absorbed by the laser medium is thus

Nhvr

Pmin= , N>n,.
3-level

hm-

Fig. 2-The

absorption characteristics of a 0.1 per cent CaF,:U'+
in the useful laser excitation region.

(15)

2lspontT

The minimumpower is inversely proportional to the
spontaneous lifetime tswnt. As a matter of fact, the lowestreportedthreshold
for CWoperation is that of
CaF2: Dy2+where tswnt is -20 msec [3].
Using the same line of reasoning as that leading to
(15) we can write
P(hV3)

Pmin = -7
Plevel

(16)

&h

which is seen to be independent of tspont.

V I I I . OPTICAL PUMPING
In Section VI1 we haveobtainedexpressions

Qo

Fig. &Spectral outputcharacteristics
of two commercial high
pressure lamps. One is a mercury lamp the other a xenon lamp.
The output is plotted as a fraction of the electrical input to the
lamp over certain wavelength intervals (mostly 200 -4) between
0.4 p and 1.4 p.

for
threshold energies and powers for pulse and CW laser
operation. The nextproblem is that of achieving enough
light from optical pump sources to do the job.
manufacturer. Two such plots are shown in Fig. 3. The
A straightforward optical absorption andfluorescence engineer must then figure out what fraction of the lamp
experiment will yield the following information: 1) The output is actually incidenton the crystal surface
in order
range of frequencies whose absorptionresults in an to get Z ( u ) . This involves a consideration of the optical
efficient fluorescence; 2 ) The "absorption strength" of system used to illuminate the crystal, and nothing more
the laser medium over the useful absorption regions. As can be said about it in the present context. The useful
an example we use CaF2:US+.A simple experiment [6] absorptionmust, of course, exceed theminimum rewas used to establish the fact that useful absorption is quirement as given by (15) and (16).
provided mostly by three narrow bands centered about
The practical considerations for flash excitation are
X = 0.9 p. An actual absorption spectrograph is shown identical to those of the CW operation discussed in the
in Fig. 2. The ordinate gives the absorption coefficient preceding paragraph.
Some
numerical
examples
of
0 where the incident radiation is attenuated ase+. The pumping requirements for lasers are to be foundin [SI.
peak absorptionstrength is seen to be (fromleft to The value of (/3 average in the present notation), see
right) 8=2.8 em-', 1.7 cm-', and 2.2 cm-l. The half- [SI, is wrong and shouldbe corrected to k-2. This will
maximum width Avabs is measured on the abcissa as 8 reduce the estimate of the necessary useful light flux at
cm-',10cm-I,
and 15 cm-*, respectively. The crystal the crystal surface to -1 watt/cm*.
can be subjectedto uniformexcitationfromalamp
which provides, a t the crystal surface, an energyflux of
IX. ENERGY
OUTPUT
FROM PULSE
LASERS
I watts/cm2, assumed constant over the frequency range
We treat first the case of the pulsed three-level laser.
of interest. Under these conditions the amountof power
Weshallassume, as inSection VII-A, that the time
absorbed by 1 cm3 of material is given by JI(v)8(u)du,
duration of the pump pulse is short compared to the
which in the case of CaF2: U3+discussed above, becomes
spontaneous emissionlifetime tewnt. When this is the
case, we need not worry about the exact shape of the
Pahs
- E - (2.8 X 8
1.7 X 10 2.2 X 15)Z X 3 X lolo, light pulse. The case where the pulse length islong comV
pared to tswnt will be treated in the section onCW lasers.
where the factor 3 X 1Olo converts the Au from cm-l to The intermediate case istoo complex for a simple analcps.
ysis and, in general, requires machine computations.
To find how much power can be absorbed froma given
Let us follow the sequence of events which follow
lamp, we need to know I ( v ) . The spectral output char- upon the triggering of the pump pulse. Absorption of
acteristics of the Inmn are usually provided by the lamp pump photons will cause a buildup of the population of

+

+
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level 2 until N , = ( ( N + n , ) / 2 . At this point, the rate of
stimulated emission exceeds the loss rate and the very
rapid “blow-up” of the energy density in the resonator
takes place. This will cause a rapid decrease in N2 due
to the large rate of stimulated emission, and thus lead
b
to a near-complete disappearance of the inversion. The
details of the competition between the pumping of level Fig. 4-Detailed balancing for derivingthe expression for energy
output of a three-level laser. An amount of energy Ei, is absorbed
2 by the pump pulse and its emptying by stimulated
from the pump source which is equivalent t o Ei,/hva photons.
emission during the oscillation are necessary to explain
A fraction is transferred to the metastable level 2. Of these, all
but N / 2 are emitted by induction and constitute useful output.
the shape of the oscillation envelope and the familiar
spikingbehavior [7]. They are, however, not tooimportant in considering thepresentproblem
of energy
output. All the energy provided from that point on by
the pump is converted almost immediately into photons
a t frequency Y. Since any further buildup of N 2 is preventedbystimulatedemission,
it isclear that under
the circumstances described above, all but N / 2 photons
areemittedbystimulated
emission andconstitute
“useful output,” while the remaining N / 2 photons are
due to theN / 2 atoms present in level 2 when the oscillationceases
andareemittedsubsequentlybynoncoherent spontaneous emission.
m M ENarr IN JWLTS
If the amount of useful energy absorbed by the laser
Fig. 5-The energy output of a pulsed ruby laser plottedagainst
atoms from the pump source
is E;,, the numberof atoms
the input energy to the flash lamp. The graph is from an article
by Li and Sims [SI.
pumped by this radiation into level 2 is Ein/qhu3. Since
all but N / 2 transitions result i n useful output, we have
what is illustrated by Fig. 4.
where €/ernin is the easily determinableratio
of the
actual
energy
input
of
the
pump
lamp
to
that
at
threshE;,.? N
old.
No. of (useful) photons emitted = -- - 7
hY3
2
In the case of a four-level laser we replace N ! 2 by n,
so that
and after multiplying by hv

s

Eout
1-1evet

%-level

=

[

- 1 1 &Y.
Emin

Y3

-4few comments become pertinent a t this stage:
We have shown in Section VII-.\ that IvhV3/27 is the
minimumenergynecessary
to achieve oscillation in a
three-level laser so that we can finally write

Similar reasoning shows that the same expression applies to the energy output of four-levellasersexcept
that
Emin
= n,(h~3)//7
4-level

as given by (14).
Fig. 5 shows a plot of E,,, vs Ei, as obtained by Li
and Sims [8]. Its functionalformagrees,exceptfor
slight curvature nearEout=O,with (17).
I n practice, the exact, or often even the approximate,
values of Emin, Ein,
and q are not known. We do know,
however, e, which is the energy input to theflash lamp.
Since a given fraction of this energy is absorbed by the
laser crystal, we can write instead of (17)
Eout
3-level

=

[& -

Nhv
11-7

2

1) Changing the concentration of a three-level laser
will not affect emin, the minimum energy input to
the pump source. This is so because the minimum
energy Eminis, according to (13), proportional
to
N , but so is the amount of pump light absorbed
for a givenincident
flux, since theabsorption
coefficient is proportionaltoconcentration.
The
result is that the reduced need for energy, if N is
made smaller,is balanced by a reduced absorption,
and the threshold energy input
to the pumpsource
emin is unchanged.
2) A change of N will cause proportional change in
E,,, (three-levelcase)according
to (18). Statements 1) and 2 ) are valid only for crystals which
are optically thin a t v3 so that the illumination by
the pump light can
be considered uniform throughoutthe volume of the laser crystaland where
n,<<N.
3) In a four-level laser emin is inversely proportional
to concentration (again in optically thin crystals).
This is because the minimum energy absorbed by
the crystal a t threshold &-,in does not depend on
concentrationaccordingto(14).
However, the
amount of energyabsorbedfromagivenlight
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flux is proportional to the optical density
of the
crystal, and hence, to concentration. A reduction,
for example, of N by X 2 must becompensated
\
by a doubling of the flux, and hence emin,to supply
the constant Emin. If e>>e,in, it follows from the
I
above and (19)that E,,, is proportional to N . This
pointmay, be demonstrated moreeasily we
if
write (19) as Lt=
[E/E,i,- l]n,hv, since &in
is independent of N , while E is proportional to it.
4) As for comparing the power output of three- and
four-level lasers, let us consider the hypothetical
case of three- andfour-level lasers having the same
n,, thesame (or equivalent)absorptioncharacteristicsandthesamequantum
efficiency 7. In
such a case, the ratio of emin of the three-level laser
to that of the four-level laser is equal to N / 2 n , . Fig. 6-A qualitative plot of Q, the population inversion ( N 2 - N l )
If we assume, as we hadallalong,
that n,<<N,
and the power output {which is proportional to the number of
photons in the resonator), in a single cycle of a Q-switched laser.
using (18)and (19)we get
The pump is assumed to be on continuously.

I

I

(Eout)Llevel

=I-

(ernd3-1ev.el
E

f

(20)

demonstrated by Hellwarthand McClung [ll]. I n a
Q-switched laser the Q of the laser is degraded drastiso that if e>>emin, one can obtain nearly as much
cally
for the duration of the pump pulse. This, accordpower from a three-level as from a four-level laser.
ing to (7) (remembering that tph = Q/o), makes it possible to obtain an inversion N 2 - N 1 far greater than the
The largestenergy
outputs reported todateare
around 500 joules and were obtained from Glass: Nd3+ criticalinversioncorresponding
to the normal Q. The
a t 1.06I.( (a four-level system) and from three-level ruby restoration of the high Q will thencauseaveryfast
lasers.
"blow-up" of stored energy in the resonator
which isdue
The approaches used to date to obtain more energy to the large amplification factor [see (lo)].
are: 1) Using larger crystal rods with larger and brighter The theory of this device was worked out by Helllamps for pumping, and 2 ) more efficient geometries for warth [lo] andthereader
isreferred to his original
concentrating the light from the lamp onto the crystal. paper for a fuller discussion. We will, however, rederive
Major improvement could come from the discovery of the expression for the peak power output.
The cycle of events for a near ideal Q-switched laser
laser materials with very broad and intense absorption
bands. A t themoment,onlya
small fraction of the is shown in Fig. 6. The pump pulse has just ended a t
energy output of the pump lamps is absorbed.
t = 0, the inversion is at its peak value nl and the Q has
its minimum value Qmin.By t = t , the Q is restored to
its original high value. If the switching time t, is short
X. HIGHPOWER PULSED LASERS
enough there is a negligible changein the inversion durIn the case described in the previous section we were
ing thisperiod? The blow-up of radiation occurs beconcerned mostly with the total energy output of the
tween t# and t ] . By the time t = tl the inversion has dislaser. Nothing was said about the power. To get anidea
appeared (or nearly disappeared) by stimulated emisaboutthemagnitude of the power involved we may
sion and the energy storedby the excited atoms in level
assume that the length of the pump pulse is long com2 has been converted into photons. If t l is small comparedtotheresonator
ringing time tph, which is the
pared to tph, which is the case,most of theemitted
casein thenormally used pump sources. Whenthis
photons will still be present in the resonator a t t = tl.
condition applies, we expect the output pulse to last for
Since theinstantaneous
power output is givenby
approximately the duration of the pump pulse (assumhvnph/tph, the maximumpower P,,, output is available a t
ing thelatter is well abovethreshold).Theaverage
this point. T o calculate P,,, we assume that the pumppower output is then given by & u t / ~ p u ~ s e . Assuming a
ing cycle succeeded in pumping all of the N atoms into
typical high-powerlaser
with Eout=10 joules, and
level 2 so that n l = N . This, in the case of a three-level
~ ~ ~ 1 ~msec
= 0 will
. 5 have Pav,.v2 X l(r watts.
laser, will result in - N / 2 stimulatedtransitions6 so
Two techniques have been used to increase the peak
that the number of photons stored in the resonator a t
power level available from lasers.
t = tl is given by
The first involves the use of nonregenerative (ie., no
feedback)laseramplifiers.Thesehavebeendemon'As a matter of fact this is exactly the criterion used, [lo), to
strated and discussed by Geusic and Scovil [9].Gains discover
how long a t, can be used and yields, for typical cases,
of -10 db per stage are easily attained.
t. 7 10-9 en.
The 4 factor accounts for the fact that after N / 2 transitions
The second method is that of Q switching. Its applicathe inversion is zero, and no further increase i n photon density by
tion to lasers was first proposed by Hellwarth [lo]and stimulated emission is possible.
(Eout)I--level

-
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The peak power output is

P---*

N (hv)
n.

Ltph

In a four-levellaser the number ofdownwardtransitions which cause a complete (nl= N) inversion to disappear is -N so that P,,, is given by
P”

If the pumping does not result in a complete inversion,
we replace N in (22) and (23) by N,,,- N/2 and
N,,,, respectively, where nmsxis the inversion just before the oscillation pulse. nn,,,-0.6N in ruby is typical.
Using the numerical example of Section I V we have
N=2.5X1019V, tph=2XlO-’ sec.Using V = 1 cm3 we
get P,,, = 165 Mw. Peak power outputs in excess of 50
Mw were reported by a number of laboratories. The Q
spoiling was achieved by using Kerr cells in combination
with polarizers in a manner like
that suggested originally
by Hellwarth [lo] and by a variety of other means.

Fig. 7--A plot of
a xenon lamp
transmittance
undercoupling

IN wmrs.

the output power vs the electrical energy input to
in a C\V 0.1 per cent CaF?:U3+ laser. The mirror
at 2.61 p is 0.2 per cent and corresponds to severe
(S< 1/20).

minedoperationally.Formorepreliminaryinvestigations, one must estimate Pi, along the lines considered
in Section VI11 and use (24).
The same reasoning applies to a four-level laser, except that the critical population
of level 2 is not N/2,
but n,. We can write directly

XI. POWER OUTPUT
ts CONTINUOUS OPERATION T o check the validity of (26) we performed a power
measurement on a CW 0.1 per cent CaF2: U3+ laser a t
Thissubjecthas
been treated in detail elsewhere 77°K with the following parameters:

[3]-[12]. It would be of interest, however, to show how
the tools developed here can yield the same results in a
less rigorous but far simpler manner.
Consider first the three-level laser. Above threshold
we must, according to SectionVI, maintain = N / 2 atoms
in level 2. As a result, there are N/2tSpnt transitions per
second which do not contribute to the oscillation power
and are “wasted.” The total number of transitions per
second, under steady-state conditions, must equal the
total number of absorbed pump photons multiplied by
the quantumefficiency 7. This gives Rate of 2 - + 1transitions- Rate of 1 4 2 transitions = Pin7/hv3, where Pin
is the useful power a t frequency v3 absorbed by the laser
atoms. Total number of useful transitions is thus given
by Pint/hv3 - N/2tspont.The net oscillation power is

or using the definition of Pmin
in (IS),
V

pout

=

[Pin

- p m i n ] ~-

(214

V3

Another useful form results if we rewrite (24) as

This is a very useful form sincePin/Pmin
is the factor by
which threshold is exceeded. The equation is thus of use
incaseswhere
theratio of Pin/Pmin
has been deter-

&u,=2.61 1-1
L = 3 cm
V = 0.2 cm3
tph = 1.9 X
sec
loss per pass-8 per cent, indexof refraction-1.4
)l
A V = 15 cm-1 (77°K)
tspona= 0.13 msec.

(

Using this data we get

n,/V

=

2.2

x

10’5

-

~ 1 1 and
1 ~ ~
nchv/tspont

0.26 w.

The crystal was coated with two dielectric mirrors having a transmission of 3.5 per cent and losses of -0.4
per cent. The loss per pass in the resonator, exclusiveof
the mirrors,was estimated as -4 per cent. With the
power input 3.6 times above threshold,’ i.e., Pin/Pmin
=3.6, we measured Pout=lwatt. Since approximately
half the outputwas dissipated in the resonator, the total
output was -2 watts.Thecalculatedvalue
is Pout
= 3.6 X0.26= 0.67 watt. This is fair agreement consideringtheuncertainties
in theparameters used in the
theory and some uncertainty in the calibration of the
infrared power measuring equipment.
A plot of the power output of a CaF2: Ua+laser vs the
input power is shown in Fig. 7. The observed data are
in qualitative agreement with (26).
’I Pi, was --9oo watts and was obtained from a short arc xenon
lamp in an elliptical pumping geometry.
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XII. O P T I M ~COUPLING
M
The problem of optimum coupling in CW lasers was
considered by Yariv and Gordon [SI. We shall merely
statetheresults
for completeness. Ifwe
define the
coupling coefficient S as the ratio of reflector transmittance to the average loss per pass* we have for a fourlevel laser

December

which is the same as the expression for the continuous
operation (27) with Pi, and Pminbeing replaced by Ei,
and Emin.\I:e can similarly use (28) for the pulsed threelevel laser after replacing P by E.
XIII. IKJECTIONLASERS

The problem of power output frominjectionlasers
[13]- [15 ] can be treated by the methods developed in
Soptimum = - 1
dPin/Pminy
(2 7) the preceding sections. The electrons which are injected
from the n side of the junction into the p side can be
where Pminis the threshold pump power a t zero transconsidered, prior to recombination, to be equivalent to
mittance. I t follows that nearthreshold
Soptimum<<l.
atoms in the excited state 2 (see Fig. l ) , while the role
Thisdistinguishesthis casefrom that of passivecirof the lower state 1 is played by the acceptor or valence
cuits where maximum power output results when S= 1.
band states. We can then adopt directly the results of
In a three-level laser we have (see Appendix)
Section IV and obtain anexpression for the critical current a t threshold [16].

+

where nd is the value of n, for zero coupling (s = 0 ) .
Since N>>nd, thethree-levellasermust,
in practice,
nearlyalways be overcoupled ( S > 1 ) . I f we assume
N = 1 0 0 n ~ , Soptimum>
1 as soon as Pin>1.06P,in, ie.,
as soon as the threshold is exceeded by more than 6 per
cent.Inthe
four-level laser,according to (27), overcoupling is necessary only for Pin> 4 P m i n .
T o illustrate the method we will derive the optimum
couplingcondition for afour-levelpulsedlaser.
[Eq.
(27) was derived for CW operation.]
The total power output is given by

Eout=

[- l] n,hv,
Ern
Ein

in

which is (19) where the ratio ~
~ is replaced
~
by
/
thet
equal quantityEin/Emin.
Using (14) for E m i n and (7) for
n, and ignoring a proportionality constant we get

where Eoutrefers tothetotaloutput
from the laser
atoms.Butonlythefraction
(1 +S-l)-l is available
externally as useful output, so that

where v is the laser frequency, Av is the spectral widthof
the recombination output, c is the velocity of light in
themedium, A is thediodearea,
f is an inversion
parameter which a t low temperatures ( T<20°K for
GaAs)isnearunity,
L is theexponential (e-Lz) loss
constant of the medium for radiation a t v, and L' is
the effective increase in L due to losses at the end surfaces. d is the"depth of penetration" of the electromagnetic radiation away from the junction plane [16][IS] and is -10 p.
An increase of the injection current beyond I , causes
a buildup of the radiation density in the optical resonatorand
a consequentshortening,bystimulated
emission,
of
recombination lifetime. The additional
~
~ the ~
injections,abovethreshold,give
rise to oscillation
power output 011 the basis(assuming
q = 1) of one
photon per injected electron. \j7e can write immediately
the expression for the power output as

(33)

e

of the
hv/e in injection lasers is nearly equal to the value
energy gap (expressed in e n . Most of the useful semiconductors have energy gaps that fall between 0.5 volt
and 3 volt so that for biasing currents of a few amperes
we may expect power output in the watt region.

with A =Einv/(ptspnthv3). The last step is to write
APPENDIX-OPTIMUM COUPLING
IN
THREELEVELLASERS
where tpho is the unloaded (S=O) photon lifetime and is
considered as a constant. Eq. (21) becomes

The derivation of the optimum coupling condition
cannot proceed from the approximate expression given
in (24) and requires an exact solutionof the problem.
Referring to the energy levels of Fig. 4 we can write
the following rate equations:

_ - W21Sz + Wyi-T2 - WiNl - A P N I + A PATS

dN1
setting aEext/aS= 0 yields

dt

d N2
6

This is also the ratio of the power output to the power lost.

+

- = W21LTz - WJr2 + Wi.4'1
df

(34)

-v3w31

+ :T'sWn

(35)

1963 in
dS

Power

and Yariv: Energy

3

- = d P S 1 - .d P.J-3
dt

-

s 3 ( w32

- Jv31).

(36)
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which
byfactor
is the
which
pump
the
exceeds
power
threshold value. This ratio is givenfrom (39) as

Where Wi is the induced transition rate per atom for a
2-1 transition, W i j isspontaneous
the transition
rate
for ani-+j transition
= l / k p o n t where lapont is the life- which when
time of level 2 ) and A P is taken as the induced transition
rate
connecting
ground
the state
1 absorpand
the
tion
band 3 duetopump
a
field of intensity P .
= Using thesteadystatesolutions
of (34)-(36) and
N,+N,+N,=N
we gettofirstorder
takingthetotalpopulation
after some manipulations

(wa

P/P,i,

=

APq S - n ,

W 2

~

S

+ n,

>

its

(43)

substituted into (42) yields

+

d- n,

-V (1 - P/Pmin)
(1
P/P&)

For

in

+

N>>nc

+ (1+4PIPmin
P/P,,i,,)?

we can Write

which is (28).
where q = Wsz/(W 3 2 +
is the absorption quantum
efACKNOWLEDGMENT
ficiency and is equal to the fraction
of theabsorbed
pump quanta that transfers
its energy to the metastable Theauthor wishes to thankR. U‘. Hellwarth for
level 2 .
useful informationincluded in thispaper,and
D. H.
Under study state
oscillationconditions (N?- N , ) Olson for capableexperimentalassistance in the CW
cannot exceed the value
laser experiments and for the use of Fig. 3.

w31)

Ptspont

nC = -

=-

p

lv21lph
as given by (7). By equating these two expressions for
N2-N1 we obtain the following expression for Wi:
tph

JVi

=

YAPqW21fph

2P
Using the relation Pout
=(
we get

STV21tph

P

APTJ

(38)
2
2711‘21
2 - N1)hvWi and (7) in (38)
2

N

The first term on the right side of (39) represents the
total power absorbed by ( N - n c ) / 2 atoms in the ground
state, while the secondtermaccountsforthepower
wastedthroughspontaneous
emission by (N+n,)/2
atoms in the metastable level. Ifwe neglect n, in comparison to N (39) becomes identical to (24).
To derive the optimum coupling condition
we take
advantage of the coupling constant S introduced in
Section X I I . In terms of S we can write n , = n d ( l + S )
where nd is the critical inversion for zero coupling. Remembering that only the fraction (l+S-l)-l is available externally we get from (39)

Maximization of P,,, with respect t o S leads to
s
2 s
APO
So pt2
2Sopt - 1 - = 0, (41)
nco
n,o APo W Z I
and

+

+ +

+

This is the desired result. A slightly more useful form
results if we introduce the quantity P/P,in ( P R in [SI)
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